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Higman’s Embedding Theorem in a
General Setting and Its Application to

Existentially Closed Algebras

OLEG V. BELEGRADEK

Abstract For a quasi variety of algebras K, the Higman Theorem is said to
be true if every recursively presented K-algebra is embeddable into a finitely
presented K-algebra; the Generalized Higman Theorem is said to be true if any
K-algebra which is recursively presented over its finitely generated subalgebra
is embeddable into a K-algebra which is finitely presented over this subalge-
bra. We suggest certain general conditions on K under which (1) the Higman
Theorem implies the Generalized Higman Theorem; (2) a finitely generated K-
algebra A is embeddable into every existentially closed K-algebra containing
a finitely generated K-algebra B if and only if the word problem for A is Q-
reducible to the word problem for B. The quasi varieties of groups, torsion-free
groups, and semigroups satisfy these conditions.

1 Neumann [13] showed that every existentially closed group contains a copy of
every group with solvable word problem. Macintyre [11] proved the converse: ev-
ery finitely generated group with unsolvable word problem can be omitted in some
existentially closed group. In fact, he proved a more general fact: if H1 and H2 are
finitely generated groups such that the word problem for H1 is not Turing reducible to
the word problem for H2, then H1 can be omitted in some existentially closed group
containing H2. The result is a special case of an omitting quantifier-free types theo-
rem. It is natural to ask under what conditions the presence of H2 in an existentially
closed group implies the presence of H1. The answer is as follows: H1 is embeddable
into every existentially closed group containing H2 if and only if the word problem
for H1 is Q-reducible to the word problem for H2. (The precise definition of the Q-
reducibility will be given below; for the present, note that this reducibility is stronger
than the Turing one.) The result was proved by the author for recursively presented
H1 and H2 [1] and independently by Ziegler [16] in the general case. (The author
borrowed the term ‘Q-reducibility’ from Rogers ([14], Exercise 9–55) where it was
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considered for recursively enumerable sets; Rogers attributed the notion to Tennen-
baum. Ziegler called this reducibility the ∗-reducibility.)

We show that the only if part of the theorem above can be proved in a quite gen-
eral situation. However, in the if part the group theoretic specificity is more essen-
tial. A crucial point in the proof is a use of Higman’s Embedding Theorem [8] which
claims that any recursively presented group can be embedded into a finitely presented
group. This theorem suffices to prove the result for recursively presented H1 and H2,
but for arbitrary H1 and H2 one needs a relativized version of the theorem. Such a
generalization of Higman’s Embedding Theorem was proved by Ziegler in [16] and
C. F. Miller III (unpublished manuscript).

The aim of the present paper is to extend the results above to a more general sit-
uation. It does not seem hopeless to search for a generalization of the results because
analogues of Higman’s Embedding Theorem hold for many natural algebraic classes.
Namely, it holds for semigroups (cf. Murskiı̆ [12]), inverse semigroups (cf. Belyaev
[7]), associative algebras (cf. Belyaev [6]), and Lie algebras (cf. Kukin [10]). Hig-
man’s Embedding Theorem also holds for the class of torsion-free groups because
this class is closed under operations of free product with amalgamation and HNN-
extension which are used to construct a finitely presented group containing a given
recursively presented group. However, a priori it does not suffice to have an analogue
of Higman’s Embedding Theorem for a class to prove the result on finitely generated
subalgebras of existentially closed algebras in the class. We give some additional con-
ditions on a class which suffice to prove the result as well as a relativized version
of Higman’s Embedding Theorem for the class. The classes of groups, torsion-free
groups, and semigroups satisfy these conditions.

2 Preliminaries Let U, V ⊆ ω. The set U is said to be enumeration reducible to V
(in symbols, U ≤e V) if there is an effective procedure which, for a given enumeration
of V , produces an enumeration of U. A formal definition is as follows (cf. [14], §9.7):
U ≤e V if and only if there is a recursively enumerable set W of pairs of the form
(z, Z), where z ∈ ω and Z is a finite subset of ω such that z ∈ U if and only if (z, Z) ∈
W for some Z ⊆ V .

For example, let � and Φ be sets of first order L-sentences and Θ the set of all
L-sentences ψ such that � ∪ Φ � ψ. If � is recursively enumerable then Θ ≤e Φ.
Indeed, an L-sentence ψ is in Θ if and only if there is a finite Ψ ⊆ Φ such that � �
∧Ψ → ψ. Let W be the set of pairs (ψ,Ψ ) such that ψ is an L-sentence, Ψ is a
finite set of L-sentences, and � � ∧Ψ → ψ. As � is recursively enumerable, W is
recursively enumerable too.

Let L be a recursive functional signature. For a sequence ā in an L-algebra A,
we denote by 〈ā〉A, or simply by 〈ā〉, the subalgebra of A generated by ā. The set
of all atomic or negated atomic L(ā)-formulas which hold in (A, ā) is said to be the
diagram of ā in A and is denoted by diagA(ā). The set of all atomic L(ā)-formulas
which hold in (A, ā) is said to be the positive diagram of ā in A and is denoted by
diag+

A (ā). Note that for any tuples ā1 and ā2 in A with 〈ā1〉 = 〈ā2〉, the sets diagA(ā1)

and diagA(ā2), as well as diag+
A (ā1) and diag+

A (ā2), are recursively equivalent. An
L-algebra A is said to be recursively presented if there is a generating sequence ā in
A such that diag+

A (ā) is recursively enumerable. An L-algebra A has solvable word
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problem if there is a generating sequence ā in A such that diag+
A (ā) is recursive.

Let T be a universal Horn theory and K the quasi variety axiomatized by T .
(Note that usually a quasi variety is defined to be the class of models of a set of univer-
sal strict Horn sentences; we use the term in a bit more general, rather than standard,
sense.) Let A be an algebra in K, ā a generating sequence in A, and R ⊆ diag+

A (ā).
We say that A is defined in K by the generators ā and the relations R (or A has a
presentation 〈ā; R〉 in K) if T ∪ R � diag+

A (ā); in symbols, A = 〈ā; R〉K, or simply
A = 〈ā; R〉. As is well known (see, e.g., Hodges [9]), for every sequence of con-
stants c̄ and every set of atomic L(c̄)-sentences R which has a model in K there is a
(uniquely determined, up to isomorphism over c̄) L-algebra C which has a presenta-
tion 〈c̄; R〉 in K. If T and R are recursively enumerable, diag+

C (c̄) is recursively enu-
merable too, so C is recursively presented. Moreover, if R ≤e T then diag+

C (c̄) ≤e T .
An algebra A is said to be finitely presented in K if A = 〈ā; R〉 for some tuple ā

and finite R. Suppose that A is finitely presented in K and b̄ is an effective sequence
in A. Then diag+

A (b̄) ≤e T . In particular, if T is recursively enumerable then an ef-
fectively generated subalgebra (in particular, a finitely generated subalgebra) of an
algebra which is finitely presented in K is recursively presented.

For a recursively enumerable T , we say that the Higman Embedding Theorem
holds for K if every recursively presented algebra in K can be effectively embedded
into an algebra which is finitely presented in K.

Let B be an algebra in K. Clearly, TB = T ∪ diag(B) and T+
B = T ∪ diag+(B)

are universal Horn L(B)-theories. Denote by KB and K+
B the quasi varieties axiom-

atized by TB and T+
B , respectively. Let b̄ list all the elements of B. Let R be a set of

atomic L(āb̄)-sentences which is consistent with TB and hence with T+
B . Then the

presentation 〈ā; R〉 defines L(b̄)-algebras (A, b̄) and (A+, b̄) in KB and K+
B , respec-

tively. Actually they do not differ: TB ∪ R � ψ if and only if T+
B ∪ R � ψ for any

atomic L(āb̄)-sentence ψ. Indeed, if T+
B ∪ R ∪ {¬ψ} has a model M then N × M is

a model of TB ∪ R ∪ {¬ψ} for any model N of TB ∪ R.
We say that an algebra A is finitely presented over its subalgebra B in K if

(A, b̄) is finitely presented in K+
B or, equivalently, in KB. Suppose that T is recur-

sively enumerable and B is an algebra in K generated by a tuple b̄. Suppose that
A is finitely presented over B in K, and 〈ā; R〉 is a finite presentation of (A, b̄) in
K+

B . Then diag+
A (āb̄) ≤e diag+

A (b̄). Moreover, for any effective sequence d̄ in A,
diag+

A (d̄) ≤e diag+
A (b̄). The algebra A is said to be recursively presented over B in

K if (A, b̄) has a presentation 〈ā; R〉 in K+
B with R ≤e diag+

A (b̄), or, equivalently,
there is a generating sequence d̄ in A such that diag+

A (d̄) ≤e diag+
A (b̄). (Note that we

needed B to be finitely generated in this definition because otherwise it would depend
on the choice of generating sequence in B.)

We say that the Generalized Higman Theorem holds for K if, for every finitely
generated algebra B in K, every algebra which is recursively presented over B in K
can be effectively embedded into an algebra which is finitely presented over B in K.

3 Classes of algebras with internal mappings Let K be a class of L-algebras. For
a positive integer n, we say that K has the Internal n-ary Mapping Property (the IMPn,
for short) if there exists an L-term tn(x̄, z̄) where x̄ is an n-tuple of variables such that
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for every algebra A in K and every mapping α : An → A, there are an algebra C in
K containing A and a tuple c̄ in C such that α(ā) = tC

n (ā, c̄), for every ā ∈ An. We
say that K has the effective IMP if it has the IMPn for every n, and the corresponding
term tn can be found effectively in n.

We say that K has the Internal Homomorphism Property (the IHP, for short) if,
for every positive integer n, there exist an L-term hn(x, z̄) and a finite set of atomic L-
formulas Sn(x̄, ȳ, z̄) where x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn) and ȳ = (y1, . . . , yn) such that for every
algebra A in K and n-tuples ā = (a1, . . . , an), b̄ = (b1, . . . , bn) in A the following
are equivalent.

1. There is a homomorphism from 〈ā〉 into A sending ā to b̄.
2. There are an algebra C in K containing A and a tuple c̄ in C such that Sn(ā, b̄, c̄)

holds in C and hC
n (ai, c̄) = bi, for all i.

Fact 3.1 (Belegradek [2]) The classes of groups and torsion-free groups have the
IHP. One can take the term [xu, v] as hn(x, z̄) and the sets of all [xu

i , y j] = e as
Sn(x̄, ȳ, z̄), where z̄ = (u, v).

Fact 3.2 (Belyaev [5]) The class of semigroups has the IHP. One can take the term
uxv as hn(x, z̄) and the sets of all

uxiwx j = yiux j,

xix jv = xiwx jv,

xix jwxk = xiwx jwxk

as Sn(x̄, ȳ, z̄), where z̄ = (u, v,w).

Fact 3.3 (Trofimov [15], Belegradek [1]) The classes of groups and torsion-free
groups have the IMP1. One can take the term [xu,w, v] as t1(x, z̄), where z̄ =
(u, v,w).

Fact 3.4 ([1]) The class of semigroups has the effective IMP. One can take the term
ux1wx2, . . . , xn−1wxnv as tn(x̄, z̄), where z̄ = (u, v,w).

Theorem 3.5 (cf. [3]) Let K be a quasi variety of L-algebras which has the JEP.
If K has the IMP1 then K has the effective IMP.

Proof: If K is the trivial quasi variety take x1 as tn(x̄, z̄). Suppose that K is non-
trivial. We explicitly construct tn by induction on n. For n = 1 there is nothing to do.
First we construct the term t2.

Note that the IMP1 implies the existence of a term which is not equivalent in K to
a one-place term. (Indeed, there are 2µ one-place mappings from an infinite algebra
of power µ to itself but using one-place terms one can define at most ≤ |L| +ℵ0 such
mappings.) Let p(y1, . . . , yk) be such a term with the minimal possible k; clearly
k ≥ 2. We show that one can take the term

t1(p(y1, . . . , yk−2, t1(x1, ū), t1(x2, v̄)), w̄)

as t2(x1, x2, z̄), where z̄ = (y1, . . . , yk−2, ū, v̄, w̄).
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Let A be an algebra in K and ρ : A2 → A. We must find an algebra C in K
containing A and a tuple c̄ in C such that ρ(a1, a2) = tC

2 (a1, a2, c̄), for a1, a2 ∈ A.
If |A| = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that |A| > 1. We can assume A to be
infinite because A is embedded into Aω. Suppose |A| = µ ≥ ℵ0. Consider an algebra
F in K freely generated by {b1, . . . , bk−2, dα, eα : α < µ}. Due to the freeness of
the generators, if pF(b1, . . . , bk−2, dα, eβ) = pF(b1, . . . , bk−2, dγ, eδ) then (α, β) =
(γ, δ). So the mapping (x, y) → pF(b1, . . . , bk−2, x, y) is injective on {dα : α <

µ} × {eα : α < µ}. As K has the JEP, there is an algebra B in K containing both A
and F. Consider bijections ξ : A → {dα : α < µ} and σ : A → {eα : α < µ}. There
are an algebra D ⊇ B in K and tuples r̄ and s̄ in D such that ξ(a) = tD

1 (a, r̄) and
σ(a) = tD

1 (a, s̄), for a ∈ A. So the mapping π : A2 → A,

π(x, y) = pD(b1, . . . , bk−2, tD
1 (x, r̄), tD

1 (y, s̄))

is injective. Therefore there is a mapping ν : A → A such that ρ = ν ◦ π. There exist
an algebra C in K containing D and a tuple q̄ in D such that ν(a) = tC

1 (a, q̄), for
a ∈ A. So, for a1, a2 ∈ A,

ρ(a1, a2) = tC
1 (pC(b1, . . . , bk−2, tC

1 (a1, r̄), tC
1 (a2, s̄)), q̄) = tC

2 (a1, a2, c̄),

where c̄ = (b1, . . . , bk−2, r̄, s̄, q̄).
Now suppose that tn has been constructed, n ≥ 2. We show that one can take

the term tn(x1, . . . , xn−1, t2(xn, xn+1, ū), v̄) as tn+1. Let A be an algebra in K and
α : An+1 → A. As above, we can assume A to be infinite. Consider a bijection β :
A2 → A. Then there is a mapping γ : An → A such that

α(a1, . . . , an+1) = γ(a1, . . . , an−1, β(an, an+1)),

for a1, . . . , an+1 ∈ A. There exist an algebra C ⊇ A in K and tuples b̄ and d̄ in
C such that β(a1, a2) = tC

2 (a1, a2, c̄) and γ(a1, . . . , an) = tC
n (a1, . . . , an, c̄), for

a1, . . . , an ∈ A. Then for a1, . . . , an+1 ∈ A,

α(a1, . . . , an+1) = tC
n (a1, . . . , an−1, tC

2 (an, an+1, b̄), d̄) = tC
n+1(a1, . . . , an+1, c̄),

where c̄ = (b̄, d̄), and we are done. �

Corollary 3.6 The classes of groups, torsion-free groups, and semigroups have the
effective IMP.

It is instructive to write down the term t2 for these classes. Here one takes the term
y1 y2 as p. In the case of groups or torsion-free groups t1 is [xu,w, v]; so the construc-
tion gives

[([xu1
1 ,w1, v1][xu2

2 ,w2, v2])u3 ,w3, v3];
it is now clear that

[[xu1
1 ,w1, v1][xu2

2 ,w2, v2],w3, v3]

also fits to be t2(x1, x2, z̄) where z̄ = (u1, u2, v1, v2,w1,w2,w3). In the case of semi-
groups the construction leads to the same term as in Fact 3.4.
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Remark 3.7 It is known (cf. [3]) that the following classes do not possess the
IMP1: associative rings, commutative rings, commutative semigroups, an arbitrary
nonidentity subclass of the class of locally solvable groups.

Proposition 3.8 Let K be a recursively axiomatizable quasi variety which has the
IMP1. Let A be an algebra in K generated by a sequence ā. Then A can be effec-
tively embedded into a finitely generated algebra B in K such that, for some tuple b̄
generating B, diag+

A (ā) ≡e diag+
B (b̄).

Proof: Suppose |A| > 1 (otherwise there is nothing to prove). Let ā = (ai : i <

ω). Consider the algebra C defined in K by the presentation 〈āc̄; diag+
A (ā)〉, where

c̄ = (ci : i < ω). Clearly, C ⊇ A. Since |A| > 1, in C all ci are distinct. Consider
mappings α and β from C to C such that α(ci) = ai, β(ci) = ci+1 for all i. Applying
the IMP1 twice, we find an algebra D in K and tuples d̄ and ē in D such that α(c) =
tD
1 (c, d̄), β(c) = tD

1 (c, ē) for c ∈ C, and in particular, ai = tD
1 (ci, d̄), ci+1 = tD

1 (ci, ē)

for all i. So the presentation

〈āc̄d̄ē; diag+
A (ā) ∪ {ai = t1(ci, d̄), ci+1 = t1(ci, ē) : i < ω}〉

defines in K an algebra B in which A is naturally embedded. The algebra B is gen-
erated by the tuple b̄ = (c0, d̄, ē); clearly, diag+

A (ā) ≡e diag+
B (b̄). �

4 An embedding into a relatively finitely presented algebra

Theorem 4.1 Let K be a recursively axiomatizable quasi variety of L-algebras.
Suppose that K has the JEP, the IMP1, the IHP, and the Higman Theorem holds for
K. Then the Generalized Higman Theorem also holds for K.

Proof: Let A be an algebra in K generated by a sequence ā. Suppose A is recur-
sively presented in the generators ā over a tuple b̄ in A. Since diag+

A (ā) ≤e diag+
A (b̄),

there exists a recursively enumerable set  of pairs of the form (ε, E), where ε is an
atomic L(ā)-sentence and E is a finite set of atomic L(b̄)-sentences such that

ε ∈ diag+
A (ā) ⇐⇒ (ε, E) ∈ , for some E ⊆ diag+

A (b̄).

Let θ = (ε, E) where ε is p = q and E is {s1 = r1, . . . , sk = rk} for some L(ā)-
terms p, q and L(b̄)-terms si, ri. If k > 0, denote by ϕθ and ψθ the atomic L(āb̄c̄θ)-
sentences tk(s1, . . . , sk, c̄θ) = p and tk(r1, . . . , rk, c̄θ) = q, respectively. Here tk is the
term which defines in K k-ary mappings; the tuples of new constants c̄θ are chosen
to be pairwise disjoint. If E = ∅, put ϕθ = ψθ = ε.

Let t̄ be a tuple of L(ā)-terms such that b̄ = t̄ A(ā). Consider an algebra B which
is defined in K by the generators

ā, b̄, {c̄θ : θ ∈ }

and the relations

diag+
A (b̄) ∪ {b̄ = t̄ A(ā)} ∪ {ϕθ,ψθ : θ ∈ }.
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We show that diag+
A (ā) = diag+

B (ā), that is, A is naturally embedded into B over the
tuple b̄.

Indeed, suppose that ε ∈ diag+
A (ā), ε is p = q. Then there is θ ∈  such that θ =

(ε, E) for some E ⊆ diag+
A (b̄). If E = ∅ then ϕθ = ψθ = ε and hence ε ∈ diag+

B (ā).
If E is {s1 = r1, . . . , sk = rk} then ε ∈ diag+

B (ā) because E ∪ {ϕθ,ψθ} holds in B.
Thus diag+

A (ā) ⊆ diag+
B (ā).

Suppose θ = (ε, E) ∈ . If E holds in A then ε holds in A. In other words,
for the corresponding terms, sA

1 = r A
1 , . . . , sA

k = r A
k implies pA = qA. Then there is

a mapping α : Ak → A such that α(sA
1 , . . . , sA

k ) = pA and α(r A
1 , . . . , r A

k ) = qA. By
choice of the term tk, there is an algebra Mθ ⊇ A in K and a value for c̄θ in it such
that ϕθ,ψθ hold in Mθ. Iterating the construction, we find an algebra M ⊇ A in K
and values for c̄θ in it such that ϕθ,ψθ hold in M, for all θ ∈ . As there is a natural
homomorphism from B to M, diag+

B (ā) ⊆ diag+
A (ā). Thus diag+

B (ā) = diag+
A (ā).

The algebra B is defined in K by a set of relations which has a form diag+
B (b̄)∪ P

where the set P is recursively enumerable. As in the proof of Proposition 3.8, we can
effectively embed B into a finitely generated algebra with the same property. There-
fore to complete the proof it suffices to prove the following.

Lemma 4.2 Suppose an algebra C is defined in K by a presentation 〈c̄; Q ∪ P〉,
where c̄ is a tuple and P is recursively enumerable. Then there is a presentation
〈c̄d̄; Q ∪ R〉, where d̄ is a tuple and R is finite, such that C is naturally embedded
into the algebra D which is defined in K by this presentation.

Proof: Since the Higman Theorem holds for K, the algebra 〈c̄; P〉 can be embedded
into an algebra F = 〈v̄; V〉 with finite v̄ and V . Let a tuple of L(v̄)-terms p̄ express the
image of c̄ under this embedding. As K has the JEP, the algebras C and F are naturally
embedded into C ∗ F, the free products of them in K. Let hn(x, z̄) and Sn(x̄, ȳ, z̄) be
the term and the set of atomic formulas from the definition of the IHP where n is the
length of c̄. Let S = Sn( p̄, c̄, z̄) and H = {hn(pi, z̄) = ci : i = 1, . . . , n}. Since there
is a homomorphism from 〈 p̄F〉 onto 〈c̄〉 which sends p̄F to c̄, there exist an algebra
M ⊇ C ∗ F in K and a value for z̄ in it such that S and H hold in M. So C ∗ F is
naturally embedded into

D = 〈c̄v̄z̄; Q ∪ P ∪ V ∪ S ∪ H〉K.

We show that T ∪ V ∪ S ∪ H � P. Indeed, let ψ(c̄) ∈ P. Consider an arbitrary model
N of T ∪ V ∪ S ∪ H. Since ψ( p̄) holds in F, we have T ∪ V � ψ( p̄); therefore ψ( p̄)

holds in N. Due to the relations S ∪ H, there is a homomorphism from 〈 p̄N〉 onto
〈c̄N〉 which sends p̄N to c̄N . Therefore ψ(c̄N ) holds in N. Thus

D = 〈c̄v̄z̄; Q ∪ V ∪ S ∪ H〉K,

and we can take v̄z̄ as d̄ and V ∪ S ∪ H as R. The Lemma is proved and the proof of
Theorem 4.1 is completed. �

Corollary 4.3 For the varieties of groups and semigroups and for the quasi variety
of torsion-free groups, the Generalized Higman Theorem holds.
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5 Existentially closed algebras and the Q-reducibility Let A, B ⊆ ω. We say that
A is Q-reducible to B (in symbols, A ≤Q B) if A ≤e B and there is F ⊆ ω2 such that
F ≤e B and for every x ∈ ω,

x ∈ A ⇐⇒ {y : (x, y) ∈ F } ⊆ B.

Note that for a recursively enumerable B, we have A ≤Q B if and only if A is recur-
sively enumerable and there is a recursive function f such that for every x ∈ ω,

x ∈ A ⇐⇒ W f (x) ⊆ B.

It is easy to see that A ≤Q B implies A ≤T B; the converse fails even for recursively
enumerable A and B ([14], Exercise 9–55).

The following result shows how the Q-reducibility naturally arises in logic. Let
T be a theory of a signature L. A diagram type of T is defined to be a set p(x̄) of
atomic or negated atomic L-formulas in variables from a sequence x̄ such that

1. T ∪ p(x̄) is consistent;
2. for every atomic L-formula ϕ(x̄), either ϕ(x̄) ∈ p(x̄) or ¬ϕ(x̄) ∈ p(x̄).

We denote by p+ the set of all atomic formulas in p.

Theorem 5.1 Let T be a recursively enumerable universal Horn theory of a sig-
nature L. Let q(x̄) and p( ȳ) be diagram types of T. Suppose that for some recur-
sive sequences of L-terms t̄ and s̄, T ∪ q(s̄) is consistent and T ∪ q(s̄) � p(t̄). Then
p+ ≤Q q+.

Proof: Suppose the terms in the sequences t̄ and s̄ are in variables ū. Since T ∪ q(s̄)
is consistent, q(s̄) holds in M = 〈ū; q+(s̄)〉. Hence p(t̄) holds in M too. Then for any
atomic L-formula ψ( ȳ),

ψ ∈ p+ ⇐⇒ M |= ψ(t̄) ⇐⇒ T ∪ q+(s̄) � ψ(t̄).

Therefore p+ ≤e q+. Let F be the set of all pairs (ψ( ȳ), θ(x̄)) of atomic L-formulas
such that T ∪ q+(s̄) � ψ(t̄) → θ(s̄). Clearly, F ≤e q+. We show that for any atomic
L-formula ψ( ȳ),

ψ ∈ p+ ⇐⇒ {θ : (ψ, θ) ∈ F } ⊆ q+.

Assume ψ ∈ p+; then M |= ψ(t̄). Let (ψ, θ) ∈ F . Then M |= ψ(t̄) → θ(s̄) and
hence M |= θ(s̄). As M |= q(s̄), we have θ ∈ q+. Now assume that ψ /∈ p+; then
¬ψ ∈ p and so T ∪ q(s̄) � ¬ψ(t̄). Hence the theory T ∪ q(s̄)∪{ψ(t̄)} is inconsistent.
Then there is an atomic L-formula θ(x̄) /∈ q+ such that T ∪ q+(s̄) ∪ {¬θ(s̄), ψ(t̄)} is
inconsistent, that is, T ∪ q+(s̄) � ψ(t̄) → θ(s̄). (Indeed, if for every θ(x̄) /∈ q+ there
were a model Mθ of T ∪ q+(s̄)∪{¬θ(s̄), ψ(t̄)}, the Cartesian product of all Mθ would
be a model of T ∪ q(s̄) ∪ {ψ(t̄)}.) So there is θ(x̄) /∈ q+ such that (ψ, θ) ∈ F . The
theorem is proved. �
We recall that an algebra A in a class of algebras K is said to be existentially closed
in K if an existential formula over A holds in A if and only if it holds in some algebra
in K containing A.
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Theorem 5.2 Let K be a recursively axiomatizable quasi variety of L-algebras.
Suppose that K has the JEP, the IMP1, the IHP, and the Higman Theorem holds for
K. Then for finitely generated algebras A1 and A2 in K, the following are equivalent:

1. the word problem in A1 is Q-reducible to the word problem in A2;
2. A1 is embeddable into every existentially closed algebra in K containing A2.

Proof: (2) ⇒ (1): Let p1(x̄1) and p2(x̄2) be the diagram types of some generat-
ing tuples in A1 and A2, respectively. Suppose that condition (1) does not hold, that
is, p+

1 �Q p+
2 . To construct an existentially closed algebra in K containing A2 but

omitting A1, it suffices to have the following fact (see [11]).

Fact 5.3 Let the signature L′ come from L by adding countably many new con-
stants. Let P be a finite set of atomic or negated atomic L′(c̄)-sentences such that
T ∪ P ∪ p2(c̄) is consistent. Then for every tuple t̄ of L′(c̄)-terms, T ∪ P ∪ p2(c̄) �
p1(t̄).

Fact 5.3 is an application of Theorem 5.1 to the universal Horn theory T ∪ P; so (2)
⇒ (1) has been proved. Consider the following conditions (3) and (3+).

3. There are an algebra F ⊇ A1 which is finitely presented in K and distinct u, v ∈
F such that for every homomorphism γ from F to an algebra in K, if γ(u) �=
γ(v) then γ is injective on A1.

3+. There is an algebra F ⊇ A1, A2 such that F is finitely presented over A2 in K
and every homomorphism from F to an algebra in K which is injective on A2

is injective on A1 too.

We prove that each of conditions (1) and (2) is equivalent to (3) in the case |A2| = 1,
and to (3+) in the case |A2| > 1. It remains to prove that, in the case |A2| = 1, (1)
⇒ (3) ⇒ (2) and, in the case |A2| > 1, (1) ⇒ (3+) ⇒ (2).

Consider the case |A2| = 1. For short, denote A1 by A. In this case (1) means
exactly that A has solvable word problem. First prove (1) ⇒ (3). Let a tuple ā gen-
erate A. Let u, v be new symbols. For any L(ā)-terms s and r with sA �= r A consider
the relations t1(s, z̄sr) = u and t1(r, z̄sr) = v, where t1 is the term from the defini-
tion of the Internal Mapping Property. Let S be the set of all these relations. List the
members of all tuples z̄rs in a sequence z̄. Put

B = 〈āuvz̄; diag+
A (ā) ∪ S〉.

Clearly, A is naturally embedded into B. Since A has solvable word problem, the
set diag+

A (ā) ∪ S is recursive. Therefore B can be embedded into a finitely presented
algebra F in K. It can easily be seen that F satisfies condition (3).

Now we prove (3) ⇒ (2). Suppose that the algebra F from (3) has a finite pre-
sentation 〈x̄; R〉 in K. Let u = rF , v = sF where r and s are L(x̄)-terms. Let E be
an existentially closed algebra in K. Due to the JEP, E is naturally embedded into
E ∗ F. Therefore there is ē in E such that R and r �= s hold in (E, ē). There is a ho-
momorphism γ : F → E sending x̄ to ē. Since γ(u) = rE(ē) �= sE(ē) = γ(v), the
homomorphism γ is injective on A. So E embeds A.

Now consider the case |A2| > 1. First prove (1) ⇒ (3+). Let tuples ā1 and ā2

generate A1 and A2, respectively. Since diag+
A1

(ā1) ≤Q diag+
A2

(ā2), there is a set F
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of pairs of the form (ψ, θ) where ψ is an atomic L(ā1)-sentence and θ is an atomic
L(ā2)-sentence such that F ≤e diag+

A2
(ā2), and for every atomic L(ā1)-sentence ψ,

ψ ∈ diag+
A1

(ā1) ⇐⇒ {θ : (ψ, θ) ∈ F } ⊆ diag+
A2

(ā2).

Let τ = (ψ, θ) where ψ is an atomic L(ā1)-sentence of the form p = q and θ is an
atomic L(ā2)-sentence of the form s = r. Denote by S the set of relations

{t1(p, z̄τ ) = s, t1(q, z̄τ ) = r : τ ∈ F }.
Clearly, S ≤e diag+

A2
(ā2). List the members of all tuples z̄τ in a sequence z̄. Since K

satisfies the JEP, A1 and A2 are naturally embedded into A1 ∗ A2. Put

B = 〈ā1ā2 z̄; diag+
A1

(ā1) ∪ diag+
A2

(ā2) ∪ S〉.
For every (ψ, θ) ∈ F , if ψ holds in A1 then θ holds in A2. Therefore A1 ∗ A2 is nat-
urally embedded into B. Clearly,

diag+
A1

(ā1) ∪ diag+
A2

(ā2) ∪ S ≤e diag+
A2

(ā2).

By Theorem 4.1, the Generalized Higman Theorem holds for K; therefore there exists
an algebra F ⊇ D in K which is finitely presented over A2.

We show that F satisfies (3+). Let γ be a homomorphism of F which is not
injective on A1. Then there is an atomic L(ā1)-sentence ψ of the form p = q which
is not in diag+

A1
(ā1) but γ(pF ) = γ(qF ). Then there is an atomic L(ā2)-sentence θ

of the form s = r which is not in diag+
A2

(ā2) but (ψ, θ) ∈ F . Due to the relations S,

γ(sF ) = γ(rF ). So γ is not injective on A2.
It remains to prove (3+) ⇒ (2). Let E be an existentially closed algebra in K

which embeds A2 and let ā∗
2 realize in E the diagram type of ā2 in A2. Suppose that

F satisfies (3+). Then F has a presentation in K of the form

〈ā2 x̄; diag+
A2

(ā2) ∪ R(ā2, x̄)〉,
where x̄ and R are finite. Due to the JEP, E is naturally embedded into E ∗ F. Since
K satisfies the IHP, there exist an algebra N ⊇ E ∗ F in K and tuples c̄ and d̄ in N
such that

Sn(ā2, ā∗
2, c̄) ∪ Sn(ā

∗
2, ā2, d̄) ∪ {hn(ā2, c̄) = ā∗

2, hn(ā
∗
2, d̄) = ā2}

holds in N where n is the length of the tuple ā2. Since E is existentially closed, there
are x̄′, ā′

2, c̄′, and d̄′ in E such that

R(ā′
2, x̄′) ∪ Sn(ā

′
2, ā∗

2, c̄′) ∪ Sn(ā
∗
2, ā′

2, d̄′) ∪ {hn(ā
′
2, c̄′) = ā∗

2, hn(ā
∗
2, d̄′) = ā′

2}
holds in E. Due to Sn(ā∗

2, ā′
2, d̄′) and hn(ā∗

2, d̄′) = ā′
2, there is a homomorphism from

〈ā∗
2〉 to 〈ā′

2〉 sending ā∗
2 to ā′

2. Therefore diag+
A2

(ā′
2) ∪ R(ā′

2, x̄′) holds in E, and so
there is a homomorphism α : F → E sending ā2 x̄ to ā′

2 x̄′. Due to Sn(ā′
2, ā∗

2, c̄′) and
hn(ā′

2, c̄′) = ā∗
2, there is a homomorphism from 〈ā′

2〉 to 〈ā∗
2〉 sending ā′

2 to ā∗
2. There-

fore α is injective on A2 and hence on A1. So A1 is embedded into E. �
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Corollary 5.4 Let K be the variety of groups or the variety of semigroups or the
quasi variety of torsion-free groups. Then for finitely generated algebras A1 and A2

in K, the following are equivalent.

1. The word problem in A1 is Q-reducible to the word problem in A2.
2. A1 is embeddable into every existentially closed algebra in K containing A2.

6 Remarks After submitting the paper, I constructed an example which shows that,
although the variety of associative rings satisfies the Higman Theorem as the vari-
eties of groups and semigroups do, the situation for associative rings is surprisingly
different: there is a finitely generated associative ring which can be omitted in some
existentially closed associative ring but still has solvable word problem. That exam-
ple illustrates well the role of the assumptions of Theorem 5.2. On the other hand,
I proved that, for the variety of associative algebras over any field finitely generated
over its prime subfield, the Generalized Higman Theorem and the analogue of The-
orem 5.2 do hold. The latter results are not special cases of Theorems 4.1 and 5.2.
However, it turned out to be possible to isolate certain properties of quasi varieties
which, in the first place, hold for the variety of algebras over any field finitely gen-
erated over its prime subfield as well as for the varieties of groups and semigroups
and, in the second place, guarantee that the Generalized Higman Theorem and the
analogue of Theorem 5.2 hold. All of these results are presented in Belegradek [4].
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Research.
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